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Executive Summary 
This deliverable comes as a supporting document to the actual mobile application developed in the 
context of Task 3.4: Mobile Real-Time Control Services of WP3 of GET Service Project. The 
document provides an update on the new features of the Mobile Application as this was presented 
in D3.2. Additional, a detailed presentation supporting to the mobile application web-based 
application is given. The information concerning the use of the applications is combined with more 
technical aspects such as the application architecture, the description of components, the 
presentation of application use cases and implementation information. Finally, the document is 
concluded by providing basic information on the communication and security features of the 
applications.       
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1 Introduction 
This deliverable presents the mobile aggregated planning and control service applications and the 
major principle behind. As the deliverable’s nature is a prototype this document is also combined 
with an actual application. This section provides the background to this deliverable, by presenting 
the goal of the project as a whole, the goal of the work package of which the deliverable is a part, 
and the goal of the deliverable itself. Finally, it presents the structure of the remainder of the 
deliverable. 

1.1 Project Goal 
The GET Service platform provides transportation planners with the means to plan transportation 
routes more efficiently and to respond quickly to unexpected events during transportation. To this 
end, it connects to existing transportation management systems and improves on their performance 
by enabling sharing of selected information between transportation partners, logistics service 
providers and authorities. In particular, the GET Service Platform consists of components that: (i) 
enable aggregation of information from the raw data that is shared between partners and 
transportation information providers; (ii) facilitate planning and re-planning of transportation based 
on that real-time information; and (iii) facilitate real-time monitoring and control of transportation, as 
it is being carried out by own resources and partner resources. By providing this functionality, the 
GET Service platform aims to reduce the number of empty miles that is driven, improve the modal 
split, and reduce transportation times and slack, as well as response times to unexpected events 
during transportation. Thus, it reduces CO2 emissions and improves efficiency. 

1.2 Work Package Goal 
The main goal of WP3 is the development of the end-user applications. More specifically, this 
involves the development of the PC-based transportation planning and control application and the 
development of the mobile control application. The first one concerns the duties and work carried 
out from the planner and the latter is going to be used by the truck drivers in order to support their 
work and interact with the GET Service Platform.  
 
WP3 is responsible for visualizing the information produced by the GET Service core and extensive 
Platform to the corresponding users (planners and truck drivers). It will create the relevant points of 
interaction between the users and the system. Thus, the work that is being carried out within this 
work package is strongly connected with the progress and output of WP2, WP5, WP6, and WP7.    

1.3 Deliverable Goal 
The scope of this deliverable is to present the updates developed for the Mobile Application as this 
was described in D3.2 as well as present the Match Making Application, its features and its 
functionalities. The main scope of the latter is the aggregation of all information generated from the 
mobile applications and its presentation to the users through a web-interface. This application is a 
complementary to the GET Service Platform and can be used as a standalone system in 
combination with the mobile application. This document includes also design and implementation 
details. 

1.4 Deliverable Structure 
The deliverable is divided into the following sections: 

 Section 2 – Updates of the Mobile Application: This section contains the updates on the 
mobile application as this was described in D3.2 [2]. This involves the description of new 
features and how to use them as well as details regarding their implementation. 

 Section 3 – Match Making Application: This application gives a presentation of the Match 
Making Application that was developed in the context of Task 3.2 [3]. This involves a user 
manual on how to use the applications, the presentation of its design, components and 
corresponding use cases and finally implementation information.  
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 Section 4 - Security and Communication Issues of the Match Making Application: This 
section presents the basic security mechanisms implemented for ensuring safety and 
describes various communication issues that the Match Making Application handles. 

 Section 5 - Conclusions and Next Steps: This is the final section of the deliverable. It gives a 
brief description of the final steps required towards the integration of the applications in the 
GET Service’s 2nd (final) prototype.  
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2 Updates on the Mobile Application 

2.1 Using the Mobile Application (Updated) 
 
The main functionalities, modules and components for the mobile applications where described in 
detail in the D3.2 [2]. The current document gives an update regarding the new functionalities 
developed for this application.  

2.1.1 Vehicle Incidents 

2.1.1.1 Listing Vehicle Incidents 
In the Notifications section the driver is able to list the latest events that were dispatched to him from 
the GET Service platform or the ones that are driver generated (Figure 1). In the current version of 
the application the reporting of events from the drivers has been added..  
 

 
Figure 1: Notifications Screen 

The events that can be reported by the driver concern the vehicle incidents with the certain titles 
“Flat tire”, “Broken Engine”, “Tired Driver”. 
 
Each vehicle incident is accompanied by the latitude and longitude information of the device when it 
was submitted (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Pointing an event on the map (Display Location) 

2.1.1.2 Uploading Vehicle Incidents 
As mentioned above, the mobile application has the additional functionality of uploading vehicle 
incidents. The vehicle incidents have three categories “Flat tire”, ”Broken Engine”, “Tired Driver” 
(Figure 3). 
 

 
Figure 3: Selecting the Type of Event 

The operator also has the option to add a comment regarding the incident (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Commenting on the Event 

2.2 Mobile Application Design (Updated) 
In this section the new application use cases regarding the functionality of the new features as well 
as the updates on the application architecture as this was describe in [2] are presented. 

2.2.1 Application’s Use Cases 
The section present the additional use cases for describing the expected behaviour of the new 
modules added in the mobile application. Each use case is combined with a UML diagram1 for 
visualizing the interactions between the system components. The first sub-section (2.2.1.1) presents 
the template used for defining our use cases. The template is the same as the one used in [2].  

2.2.1.1 A template for use cases 
Primary Actor or Actor Class: <The main actor in the use case> 

Scope: <Part of the system to which the use case refers> 

Stakeholders and Interests: <Who is involved in this scenario overall?> 

Preconditions: 

 <What must be true before the use case starts, or so that it can be successful?> 

Minimal guarantees: 

 <What is the least that should apply at the end of the use case execution, even if everything 

else goes wrong?> 

Success guarantees: 

 <What should apply at the end of the use case execution, so that it can be considered 

successful?> 

Trigger: <What initiates the use case execution?> 

Main success scenario: 

<What are the steps for the execution to be considered successful?> 

Extensions: 

<What are possible failures (per step) and how are they dealt with?> 

                                                
1
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unified_Modeling_Language  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unified_Modeling_Language
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Variations: 

<What might be different for each step, without this being a problem?> 

Open Issues: 

<Issues/topics not yet clarified> 

2.2.1.2 Upload Vehicle Incident data to GET Service Platform 
Primary Actor or Actor Class: Mobile operator 

Scope: This scenario concerns the steps needed for the mobile user to upload an event to the GET 
Service platform. For the incident upload the SOAP protocol is used (Figure 5).  

Stakeholders and Interests: mobile operator who is the owner of the corresponding mobile device 
and the GET Service platform 

Preconditions: 

 A connection should be available through a telephone network 

 Availability of Core GET Service Platform ( Event Aggregation Engine – WP6 [4])  

Minimal guarantees: 

 An acknowledgement of reception.  

Success guarantees: 

- 

Trigger: The mobile user through the mobile device 

Main success scenario: 

Receiving the event through the notification service.  

Extensions: 

- 

Variations: 

- 

Open Issues: 

- 

 
Figure 5: Uploading Vehicle Incident Data to the Get Service Platform UML Sequence 

2.2.1.3 Vehicle Incident Handling 
Primary Actor or Actor Class: Mobile operator 

Scope: This scenario concerns the steps needed for the mobile user to receive a vehicle incident 
event from the GET Service platform. The data received is stored locally and corresponding control 
messages and updates are generated to the user interface (Figure 6).  

Stakeholders and Interests: mobile operator who is the owner of the corresponding mobile device 
and the GET Service platform 

Preconditions: 

 A connection should be available through a telephone network 
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 Availability of Core GET Service Platform ( Event Aggregation Engine – WP6 [4])  

Minimal guarantees: 

 An answer from the poll is received by the Mobile operator (true or false).  

Success guarantees: 

- 

Trigger: The mobile user through the mobile device 

Main success scenario: 

Receiving the event through the notification service.  

Extensions: 

- 

Variations: 

- 

Open Issues: 

- 

 
Figure 6: Handling Vehicle Incident events UML Sequence 

2.2.2 Design Updates 
Compared with D3.2 few design updates took place. The updated architecture is presented below 
(Figure 7): 
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Figure 7: Updated Mobile Architecture 

The new components or updated components are the following: 
 
Notification Scheduler: This component is responsible for scheduling requests in a specified time 
interval to the Get Service platform in order to receive any messages dispatched to that device from 
the aggregation engine. The content received should be passed to the data controller. 

 

Notification Controller: This module is responsible for representing the events received from the 
Get Service platform. Also it is responsible to submit vehicle incidents to the GET Service platform. 

 

Communication Controller: This component is responsible to transfer information from the 
Android application to the GET Service platform and vice versa. 

3 Match Making Application  

3.1 Using the Match Making Application 
 
This section presents a brief user manual of the Match Making Application. The main scope of this 
application is to aggregate the information produced by the mobile applications. The application is 
web-based and is accessed via web browser. The application aims to be complementary to the GET 
Service platform and not to substitute any of the functionalities developed. The rationale behind the 
development of this application is to be used internally by a company as a tool for managing its 
resources (e.g. tracks) or the ones of its subcontractors (e.g. progress report or track availability) 
with the help of the GET Service platform and its components.  

3.1.1 Login 
The web operator has to login first in order to proceed on monitoring the mobile operators’ data 
(Figure 8). 
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After a successful login he will be redirected to the main web application screen which provides with 
the messaging exchange information (Figure 9). The data of the home screen is categorized based 
on their type (Location Events, Process requests etc). The data can be filtered based on their 
source of generation (driver).  
 

 
Figure 9: Home Page of Massaging Exchange Information 

3.1.2 Logout 
In case the mobile operator wants to logout from the web application he has to click the logout link 
on the right side of the bar. 
 

3.1.3 Displaying Device Operator Data 
Vehicle data can be viewed per device operator, by selecting one. Once a device operator is 
selected web can view the vehicle incident requests, the location update requests, and requests to 
the process engine (Figure 10). 
 

Figure 8: Logging in the Match Making Application 
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Figure 10: Device Operator Data 

3.1.4 Displaying Device Operator Location 
The location of the device operator submitted either through location events or incident events can 
be tracked and displayed through the routing engine (Figure 11). 

 
Figure 11: Device Operator Location 

3.1.5 Displaying Device Operator Submission Form Properties 
 
Through the process engine a device operator has the ability to submit a form. The routing engine 
provides a representation with the information of the form submitted and the request properties 
(Figure 12). 

 
Figure 12: Form Properties 
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3.2 Match Making Application Design 

3.2.1 Applications’ Use Cases 
This section presents indicative use case scenarios, describing the expected behaviour of the 
application in these cases. The cases are extracted from the features that the application supports 
e.g. Login, Display Vehicle Operators etc). The definitions of the use cases are combined with UML 
diagrams for visualizing the interactions between the system components.  

3.2.1.1 Login Use Case 
Primary Actor or Actor Class: The web operator 

Scope: Login (Figure 13). 

Stakeholders and Interests: Web operator who wants to monitor the data transmitted by the 
mobile devices. 

Preconditions: 

 Availability of the Match Making application  

Minimal guarantees: 

 A login success or failure 

Success guarantees: 

- 

Trigger: the web operator through the web interface 

Main success scenario: 

Redirecting to the main screen 

Extensions: 

- 

Variations: 

- 

Open Issues: 

- 

 
Figure 13: Registration to Match Making application and GET Service Platform UML Sequence  

3.2.1.2 Display Vehicle Operators Use Case 
Primary Actor or Actor Class: The web operator 

Scope:  This scenario concerns the steps needed for the web operator to retrieve a list of the 
mobile operators currently associated with the web operator. This is done on successful login the 
user to the Match Making application Figure 14.  

Stakeholders and Interests: Web operator who wants to monitor the data transmitted by the 
mobile devices. 
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Preconditions: 

 Availability of Match Making application 

Minimal guarantees: 

 A login success or failure 

Success guarantees: 

- 

Trigger: The successful login of the web operator and redirection to the main screen 

Main success scenario: 

Redirecting to the main screen 

Extensions: 

- 

Variations: 

- 

Open Issues: 

- 

 
Figure 14: Login to Match Making application UML Sequence 

3.2.1.3 Display Vehicle Operator Requests 
Primary Actor or Actor Class: The web operator 

Scope:   This scenario concerns the steps needed for the web operator to retrieve the data 
transmitted by a specific vehicle operator (Figure 15).  

Stakeholders and Interests: Web operator who wants to monitor the data transmitted by the 
mobile devices. 

Preconditions: 

 Availability of Match Making application 

Minimal guarantees: 

- 

Success guarantees: 

- 

Trigger: The Web operator choosing a specific vehicle operator. 

Main success scenario: 

Retrieving the request history of a specific vehicle operator  

Extensions: 

- 

Variations: 
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- 

Open Issues: 

- 
 

 
Figure 15: Vehicle Operator Request History Retrieval UML Sequence 

3.2.1.4 Display Vehicle Operator Location 
Primary Actor or Actor Class: The web operator 

Scope:   This scenario concerns the steps needed for the web operator to retrieve the location 
history of a specific vehicle operator (Figure 16).  

Stakeholders and Interests: Web operator who wants to monitor the geolocation of the mobile 
devices. 

Preconditions: 

 Availability of Match Making application 

Minimal guarantees: 

- 

Success guarantees: 

- 

Trigger: The Web operator choosing a specific vehicle operator and choosing to display their 
location history. 

Main success scenario: 

Retrieving the location history of a specific vehicle operator  

Extensions: 

- 

Variations: 

- 

Open Issues: 

- 
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Figure 16: Vehicle Operator Location Display UML Sequence 

3.2.1.5 Display Vehicle Operator Form Requests 
Primary Actor or Actor Class: The web operator 

Scope:   This scenario concerns the steps needed for the web operator to retrieve the properties 
submitted for a form by a specific vehicle operator (Figure 17).  

Stakeholders and Interests: Web operator who wants to monitor the form data transmitted by the 
mobile devices. 

Preconditions: 

 Availability of Match Making application 

Minimal guarantees: 

- 

Success guarantees: 

- 

Trigger: the web operator choosing a specific vehicle operator and choosing to display their form 
submit history. 

Main success scenario: 

Retrieving the form submit history of a specific vehicle operator  

Extensions: 

- 

Variations: 

- 

Open Issues: 

- 
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Figure 17: Vehicle Operator Form properties Display UML Sequence 

3.2.1.6 Logout Use Case 
Primary Actor or Actor Class: The web operator 

Scope: Logout (Figure 18) 

Stakeholders and Interests: Web operator who wants to logout from the application. 

Preconditions: 

 Availability of Match Making application 

Minimal guarantees: 

 A logout success 

Success guarantees: 

- 

Trigger: The web operator through the web interface. 

Main success scenario: 

Redirecting to the login screen 

Extensions: 

- 

Variations: 

- 

Open Issues: 

- 

 
 

Figure 18: Logout UML Sequence 
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3.2.2 Match Making Application Architecture 
The Architecture of the Match Making Application and the description of the components of which it 
consists of are presented below (Figure 19): 
  

 
Figure 19: March Making Application Architecture 

 
API Request Handler: The API request handler is responsible for receiving requests that should be 
redirected to the other components of the GET Service Platform. It is a server interface with a single 
responsibility. Once a request received it is routed to the corresponding interface of the component 
and returns the results received. 
 
Router: The router module is responsible to communicate with the components of the GET Service 
platform. Its purpose is to process input received from the API Requests Handler, then it identifies 
the component that the request should be routed. The results of the new request should be returned 
back to the requests handler. 
 
Processor: The processor module receives the requests from the router and extracts the 
information they contain without changing the request content. The information retrieved is then sent 
to the Data Controller in order to be persisted. 
 
Data Controller: The data controller module is responsible for storage and information retrieval. 
The data controller manages information originating from the mobile operator such as the requests 
the mobile operator might have issued to the components of the get service platform. Also manages 
information needed from the Match Making Application itself such as the web interface user 
accounts and credentials. 
 
Web Controller: The web controller component is a layer between the Web Interface and the Data 
Controller. It translates the request from the web interface and according to the specified actions 
and retrieves information from the Data Controller. 
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Web Interface: The Web Interface component is responsible for data representation to the web 
operator. Via the web interface the operator may search for mobile operators and their interactions 
with other components of the GET Service platform 

3.3 Implementation Information  
The Match Making Application is a Web Java Application. The Tomcat Servlet Engine2 and the 
SPRING framework3 were used through the implementation phase. For data storage the APACHE 
Cassandra4 database was used. For in memory caching the Redis5 database was used. The 
APACHE Camel6 integration framework was used for the routing mechanism implementation.  
Finally for the GUI of the Match Making Application AngularJS7 was used. The main components of 
the application and their classes are found in the sections below: 

 

3.3.1 Configuration 

RoutingEngineWebConfig: RoutingEngineWebConfig is a spring configuration Java class use for 
basic web application configurations. 
 
SecurityConfig: SecurityConfig is a spring security configuration Java class in order to apply security 
configurations to the routing and the web endpoints. 
 
RedisConfig: RedisConfig is a spring configuration Java class for the Redis Database. 
 
CassandraConfig: CassandraConfig is spring a configuration Java class for the Cassandra 
Database. 
 
CamelRouteConfig: CamelRouteConfig is a spring configuration Java class responsible for 
configuring the endpoint of the Routing Engine (Match Making Application). Each Module endpoint 
is bridged with an application endpoint by defining a router. All routers have a processor. 
 

3.3.2 Caching 

RedisService: RedisService is the implementation for the caching mechanism used in order to store 
authorization token information. 
 

3.3.3 Initializers 

RoutingWebAppInitializer: The RoutingWebAppInitializer initializes the Match Making application 
runtime including the spring runtime, the servlets used by the application, the routing engine and the 
security layer. 
 
AllowOriginFilter: A servlet filter used in order to add the AllowOrigin header to the responses. 
 

3.3.4 Controllers 

DataController: The controller providing the main page of the application. 
 
VehicleIncidentController: The controller providing the vehicle incident information. 
 
VehicleLocationController: A controller providing vehicle location information. 
 

                                                
2
 http://tomcat.apache.org/ 

3
 http://projects.spring.io/spring-framework/ 

4
 http://cassandra.apache.org/  

5
 http://redis.io/  

6
 http://camel.apache.org/  

7
 https://angularjs.org/  

http://tomcat.apache.org/
http://projects.spring.io/spring-framework/
http://cassandra.apache.org/
http://redis.io/
http://camel.apache.org/
https://angularjs.org/
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FormSubmitController: A controller providing information on the forms submitted by the mobile 
operator. 
 
ProcessController: A controller providing information on the process request by the mobile operator. 
 
ProcessTaskController: A controller providing information on the tasks requested by the mobile 
operator. 
 
TaskExecutionController: A controller providing information on the task execution requests issued 
by the mobile operator. 
 
TaskFormController: A controller providing information on the form requested by the mobile 
operator. 
 
DriverController: A controller providing information considering the mobile operators. 
 
UserController: The controller providing the user administration pages such as the registration and 
the login pages. 
 

3.3.5 Processors 

ProcessProcessor: A Java class processing the process requests. 
 
TaskExecutionProcessor: A Java class processing the task execution requests. 
 
TaskFormProcessor: A Java class processing the task form requests. 
 
TasksProcessor: A Java class processing the task requests. 
 
EventProcessor: A Java class processing the event requests. 
 

3.3.6 Security 

TokenServiceImpl: A service that validates a received token. If the token information is not stored in 
the cache then a passport manager lookup is issued. If the user related information is not present in 
the database then the information is persisted. 
 
AuthorizationMapper: AuthorizationMapper is responsible to translate the passport manager 
messages to the user information needed by the security mechanism. 
 
UserDetailsServiceImpl: A service responsible to hide user information retrieval and provide the 
information is a suitable form for the spring security mechanism. 
 
PassportManagerFilter: A servlet filter used for securing http requests. 
 
RestAuthenticationEntryPoint: An entry point in case of unauthorized requests. 
 
TokenAuthentication: A Java class containing authentication information  
 
TokenAuthenticationProvider: A Java class providing authentication information to the security 
mechanism. 
 

3.3.7 Models 

Models are used either as entities for CRUD operations or as payloads. 

 
PassportUser: Information considering a passport manager user. 
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ResponsePayload: Model used for response payload 
 
ResponseStatus: Model used for response status. 
 
User: Model containing user information. 
 
Driver: Model containing mobile operator information. 
 
VehicleIncident: Model containing vehicle incident information. 
 
VehicleLocation: Model containing vehicle location information. 
 
FormSubmitRequest: Model containing form submit information. 
 
ProcessRequest: Model containing process request information. 
 
ProcessTasksRequest: Model containing process task request information. 
 
TaskExecutionRequest: Model containing task execution information. 
 
TaskFormRequest: Model containing task form request information. 
 
TaskRequest: Model containing task request information. 
 

3.3.8 Repositories 

All previous models described have a repository automatically generated using SPRING data. The 
repository for each model provides the functionality for basic crud actions. 

 

3.3.9 Inserters 

Every request on the routing engine is being processed into a model. Each processor contains an 
inserter in order to persist the model information through a repository. The information is extracted 
through the request parameters and the body of the request.  

4 Security and Communication Aspects of the Match Making 
Application 

4.1 Security 
The match making application in order to provide security utilizes open authentication or basic 
authentication depending on the services used.  Services are secured through open authentication 
provided by the Passport Manager [1]. Information representation services are secured through 
basic authenticated browser sessions. 

4.1.1 Open Authentication on Routing Services 
The routing services provide to the driver application a single point of communication that will 
forward all the requests to the corresponding API requests of each GET Service module. Each 
module requires the requests to its API to be secured either through basic authentication or through 
open authentication. The routing service is responsible to secure the requests dispatched to the 
other GET Service modules. Passport Manager [1] provides an open authentication API that is used 
in order to secure all requests towards the Match Making Application. Each mobile operator 
application is responsible to maintain a security token valid by scheduling requests to the Passport 
Manager. The mobile application will use this security token in order to secure the requests 
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dispatched to the Match Making Application. The Match Making Application will check if the token is 
cached by receiving the token. If not a request would be issued to the passport manager. If the 
lookup is successful and the token is valid then the token information is temporary stored on trough 
a caching mechanism. If the passport manager lookup is not valid the request is not authorized 
therefore it is rejected. If the token information is cached or it is successfully fetched through the 
passport manager then the request is authorized and is secured and forwarded to the 
corresponding GET Service module. 

4.1.2 Authenticated HTTP Session on Data Representation 
The data representation services are provided through a web interface. The web operator will have 
to login in order to acquire an authenticated session. Each web operator in order to be able to login 
will have to register through a registration form. The registration form is linked to the passport 
manager registration form. Therefore the registration information will be valid and persisted to the 
database in case the registration information is accepted by the passport manager. Each session in 
order to be initialized will use the registration credentials. 

4.2 Communication 
The Match Making application interacts with the other GET Service components for the routing 
mechanism and for its security mechanism. 

4.2.1 Security Mechanism Communication 
The services provided by the Match Making application are secured by a security mechanism which 
uses the Passport Manager. When registering a new user, the Match Making application will first 
issue a request to the user register endpoint of the passport manager. Provided the request is 
successful then the user is saved on the Match Making application database. The requests 
processed by the routing engine should also be authorized. Once a request is received with an 
authorization header a validation request of the token is issued to the passport manager. If the 
request is successful the result is temporarily cached until the token expires. 

4.2.2 Routing Mechanism Communication 
One of the main responsibilities of the match making application is to route the requests received by 
the mobile operators to the corresponding get service module. To this end, certain HTTP endpoints 
were developed bridging with the component API endpoints.  

 The EventProcessingPlatform endpoint was developed for the Event Engine SOAP API. 

 The TaskPlatform/tasklist endpoint was developed for the task-list endpoint of the Process 
Engine. 

 The TaskPlatform/process-instances endpoint was developed for the process-instances 
endpoint of the Process Engine. 

 The TaskPlatform/task-form endpoint was developed for the form/getVariables endpoint of 
the Process Engine. 

 The TaskPlatform/execution endpoint was developed for the form/execution endpoint of the 
Process Engine. 

 The TaskPlatform/status endpoint was developed for the event endpoint of the Process 
Engine. 

Once a request is received by a routing engine endpoint the routing engine will proceed on 
processing and transforming it in a suitable form including authorization information. The process 
message will be then forwarded to the corresponding API of the GET Service Module. Once the 
request is served from the GET Service Module the response received is forwarded to routing 
engine endpoint as a response to the original request issued by the mobile operator. 

5 Conclusions and Next Steps 
The current document is supporting to the actual prototypes as defined in Task 3.4. It aims to give 
briefly technical concerning the developments of Mobile and Match Making Applications. The 
applications in terms of functionality are considered final. The developments that are currently taking 
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place mainly concern the aesthetical improvement of the applications as well as their extensive 
testing especially towards the production of the final integration prototype. Both applications will be 
presented during the Final Periodic Review as well as they will be publically available after the end 
of the GET Service Project.  
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